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Damped oscillations of the inertial balance (or pendulum) (or sound waves) :
The following Simple Harmonic Oscillator  (SHM) has a frequency of 10 Hertz (Hz). That means that 
it will oscillate back and forth 10 times per second.  Systems undergoing SHM are very common--
from the quartz crystal in a watch to a   pendulum   to the vibration of a violin string     

   or the vibration of a molecule. 
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   This is a very     simplified and approximate view of a 
damping function. True damping functions are not linear.  

Spring force of 
the inertial balance: The following 5 Free Body Diagrams show the inertial 
The yellow arrow shows DOM balance plate at five different positions in its oscillation.
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Newton’s 1st law:  (Law of Inertia): An object’s center of mass will remain at rest or in 
motion at  a constant velocity unless acted upon by an unbalanced external force.
So what is inertia?   In our discussions, the phrase “resistance to change” comes up a lot.  A more 
precise and concise definition might be “resistance to acceleration” The amount of resistance in an 
object is measured by its mass.  So the units of inertia are kilograms in the metric system and slugs 
in the english system.  Newton distinguished two types of mass: gravitational mass and inertial 
mass. Gravitational mass is a measure of how the gravitational field surrounding the mass effect the 
mass. Inertial mass is how an object’s mass effects its acceleration when any unbalanced force acts 
on it in any direction.  We have found no difference between inertial mass and gravitational mass.


